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Manual for

Space Rangers - 
Episode 8  the Rouge Robot

The Game

This is a 3D adventure game.
agent Kat of the Space Rangers, aka the Huntress, is given the mission to retrieve
the positron brain from a robot that allegedly has killed a crew of Quonions on a
space station, even though that should not be possible according to the robotic 
laws. The Quonions want to handle the situation on their own. They don't look 
kindly on any federation interference and they really don't like Agent Kat. 
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1. Install the game

You have two options. You can use an installer or you can make a manual 
installation from a zip-file.

1a. Using the setup installer file

Click on the setup.exe-file and follow the instructions.

The game will be installed in a program-folder as a sub-folder 
(SpaceRangers8). You have the option to chose another place for the 
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installation. 

In the start-menu you will after the installation find a group 
(SpaceRangers52) with 4 options;

SpaceRangers52    Starts the game
Manual              Opens this document
Folder              Opens the  SpaceRangers8 folder
Uninstall          To uninstall the game.

The installer is set to install a shortcut on your desktop. You can uncheck
that option if you don't want to have a desktop shortcut.

In the folder SpaceRangers8 you will find a lot of files and sub-folders. 
two of the sub-folders are Documents and Icons.

Documents holds this manual and the license/terms of use document.

Icons holds the icons intended for the files and desk top shortcut. If they 
are not correctly in place after the installation you have the possibility to
change icons to what they are supposed to be.
 

1B. Using the Zip-file

Unzip the file and place the files inside it in a folder of your choice. You 
start the game by clicking the SpaceRangers8.exe file.

1C. iNSTALLING VP6 codec

the game will not run unless you got VP6 codec installed. If you 
don't already have it installed there is installer file for it in the VP6
folder. Click the exe-file and follow the instructions.

2. License/Terms of use

This game is for non-commercial use only. It's free to play and distribute as
it is, but you may not sell it.

The license.txt holds some additional text but that is the core of it. 

3. Settings

The game is set to play in a 640*480 window using openGL driver.
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The settings can be changed manually in the file RealityFactory.ini in the 
folder Spacerangers8.

Open the file using a text editor. Find the following text
------------------------
;
; Fullscreen tells the engine to go full-screen or not
;true
;false

FullScreen=false

;
; Width is the width of the game display
;

Width=640

;
; Height is the height of the game display
;

Height=480

;
; Driver tells the system which driver to use
;d3d   
;d3d16  
;opengl

Driver=opengl

--------------------------

Lines starting with a '; ' are comments and are not used by the game.

If you want to play in full screen mode change
FullScreen=false
to
FullScreen=true

Do not change the values for width and height. The game will not 
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look as it is supposed to do if you change those values.

Default driver is OpenGL. It is possible to change to Direct3D for 32 
or 16 bit (d3d or d3d16 ) .

When you have done the changes you want to do you need to save the 
file.

It is also possible to change the settings using the VideSetup-
program in the main folder. That does not however have the width and
height option 640*480 so this is not recommended.

4. Controls

When in walk mode the following controls can be used

W – forward
S    Backward
A    Strife left
D    Strife right 

E    Jump
C    Cruch
Shift  Toggle between run and walk

Mouse  movement    turn

In closeup mode and dialogs the mouse pointer will be visible. Using clicks on the 
left mouse button different options can be used. 

The SPACE key can be used to skip cur scenes and messages. It might mean that 
you miss important information. Use with cotcion. 

5.  Key short cuts

I         Open the Inventory bar
H        Open the Help page
ESC     Go to the main Menu

The inventory bar shows which inventories you have. From the start of the 
game you have a phaser and a tricorder.

The inventory bar and the help page are closed by left-clicking a Close 
button in the upper right corner.

If you want to quit playing or to save the game you first go to the main 
Menu and use the options available there. If you after saving the game want
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to continue to play go back to the Main menu from the Save menu and click
the ESC key. 

6. Main Menu

The main menu holds 5 options;

New Game  Start a new game.
Load Game   Open the load game page to start the game from an earlier saved 

point.
Save Game Open the save game page.
Credits Open the credits page
Quit           Quit the game. 

7. Tricorder

You open the tricorder with an icon in the inventory bar. With the tricorder 
you can scroll through hints. Different hints will be available att 
different points in the Game. The tricorder also holds a map on which
you can see your position while in the space station.

Close the tricorder with the Close button.

8. Dialog

An important part of the game is to talk with other persons (non-player 
characters) in the game.

During a dialog you will be given options on what you can say at the bottom of the
screen. Click on left mouse-button while hovering over your choice.
 
The lines of dialog for you and for the non-player characters are shown at the 
top of the screen. Each line is shown for a certain amount of time.

You can fast-forward through conversations by clicking the space key. Each click 
moves you to the next line of dialog. Be careful when using this option. You might 
miss important clues if you scroll through a dialog to fast.

9.  The game is made by

Per K Grok

Additional Models by Seppgirty.
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10.  Acknowledgments

A lot of different stuff has inspired the content of this game. 
A special inspiration is

Isaac ASIMOV, (january 2 1920-april 6, 1992), among a lot of other things 
the father of the laws of robotics.
 

The game is built using Genesis3 and RealityFactory.

The models are built with Misfit Model 3D, Milkshape and Equity.

Music in this game copyright 2010-2011 Deceased Superior Technician.
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